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                  Modern Wall Beds
                

                  crafted for the finest hotels, quality-tested for your every day use

                


      

    
  










  
        
          One Easy Motion
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Wall Bed with Sofa 
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Wall Bed with Table 
  



            

          


    

  








  
    
      
                Expert craftsmanship for durable simplicity.
              

                Welcome to InovaBed, where craftsmanship and innovation converge for cozy relaxation. Proudly made in the USA for top-tier hotels, our beds undergo rigorous quality tests to ensure utmost satisfaction. Designed for simplicity and durability, our veteran-owned company guarantees long-lasting, low-maintenance murphy beds for your peace of mind.

              
Our Story
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                What's the difference between wall beds and murphy beds?
              

                There isn't one! We simply modernized the outdated and traditional murphy bed into our one easy motion system of wall beds. Our wall beds are complete with dual functionality so that your room can serve multi-purposes, whether that's with our sofa or table options. Find your perfect combination today.

              
Explore Wall Beds
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Free Shipping
Express Delivery.
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15 Year Warranty
On all bed mechanisms. Plus top notch customer service available for you at every step of the process.
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High Quality
Made with top-notch materials, rigorously quality tested, ensuring lasting durability.
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Made In The USA
Veteran owned and operated in Upstate New York in our state of the art 100K sq ft manufacturing facility.



            

          


    

  










  
        
          Choose Your Perfect Match
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Wall Bed with Sofa
If you're looking for a way to maximize space in your living area, the Wall Bed with Sofa is the perfect solution. It's a murphy bed that comes with a couch, which means you can have both a comfortable and stylish sofa as well as a cozy bed in the same space. The transformation from sofa to bed takes only a matter of seconds, making it a flexible and convenient piece of furniture for your home.

Find Your Perfect Wall Bed with Sofa 
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Wall Bed with Table
Our Wall Bed with Table is a unique solution that combines a murphy bed with an attached table. During the day, you can use the large work surface to work, eat and play. When it's time to sleep, simply pull down the bed over the desk with just one motion. It's that simple. Choose your cabinet color, then get ready to work or play during the day and get extra cozy in bed at night.

Select Your Wall Bed with Table 
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          Unmatched Customer Experience
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                4 Pieces of Furniture To Include in Your Rental...
              
            

            April 8, 2024
Discover essential furniture pieces to make your rental property more appealing and comfortable for tenants. Enhance your space with these key items.
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            April 5, 2024
"InovaBed's CEO and CFO are poised to become 100% owners of the two-decade-old company." - Albany Business Review
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                Tips for Measuring Your Room for Murphy Furniture
              
            

            March 28, 2024
Discover essential tips for accurately measuring your room to ensure a perfect fit for Murphy furniture, enhancing both functionality and style in your space.
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Discover essential tips for accurately measuring your room to ensure a perfect fit for Murphy furniture, enhancing both functionality and style in your space.
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About Us
InovaBed is the world’s leading innovator and manufacturer of multifunctional, space-saving 
wall bed furniture.
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